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Chapter 1725 Adapt in Advance

Nicole went downstairs. Clayton’s car was extraordinarily conspicuous. He stood
there looking tall, handsome, and gentle. He looked like he was within reach yet
also unattainable. Nicole smiled and walked over. Clayton went over and hugged
her, then opened the door for her.

The driver nodded and got into the car. Nicole was wondering why Clayton
suddenly got the driver to come over. Clayton whispered in her ear, “This way, I
can hold hands with you in the back.” 2) Hearing that, Nicole felt her heart racing
for a moment again.

a She rolled her eyes at him. “It’s only a few minutes. » )) Clayton smiled and did
not say anything. He never went back from the time he sent her to the office.
Clayton handled everything and instructed Roland from the car. He finally waited
for Nicole to get off work and was anxious to see her.

The car was extraordinarily slow. Nicole put down her phone and looked at the
vehicles outside. There was not much traffic, so why were they going so slow?
She could not help it anymore, then looked at Clayton.

“Aren’t we going too slow? Clayton lifted his eyelids and looked out i n a daze. “Is
it? Isn’t it the same speed as before?” Nicole took a deep breath. Did he think
that she was stupid? The average speed of this luxury car was 4 o km/h.

They were going so slow that the cars behind were annoyed but were afraid to
honk. Those people were probably cursing their car. However, the people in the
car were not aware and drove slowly. The driver coughed.

“Ms. Stanton, this road just had a traffic a accident, so we can’t drive too fast.
Don’t worry, it’ll be fine soon. If you’re tired, you can take a nap. Clayton curled
his lips in satisfaction and looked at her. “Hear that? Don’t rush him.

Otherwise, the driver will be stressed out.” )) Nicole was speechless. Somehow,
Nicole felt that something was wrong The direction the car was heading was not
toward their apartment. Clayton explained with a smile. “Let’s go have dinner
first.” ) Nicole nodded. “Sure.”

When they arrived at a French restaurant, Nicole saw the grand decor and
suddenly felt her heart pounding. Nicole had an intuition that she might be i n for
a surprise tonight Could it be a marriage proposal? Nicole suppressed her inner
excitement and pretended to be very normal.



She took his arm and walked in gracefully. This restaurant always served good
food, and Nicole liked it very much. . Once they went inside, there were already a
lot of people there. This did not look like a scene for a proposal.

Booking out the venue, candlelight dinner, a band…Was this not the cheesy
proposal package? Nicole’s eyes vaguely revealed some disappointment. Perhaps
Clayton just brought her here to eat. The waiter came over respectfully and said
politely, “Mr. Sloan, Ms. Stanton, this way please…”

Clayton had already booked a private room so that they were isolated from
theatmosphere outside. He already knew what she liked, so he ordered her
favorite dishes in advance. Not long after they sat down, the dishes were served.

They were very exquisite and expensive- looking a Nicole smiled. Although she
did not have much appetite, she reluctantly ate a few bites. Surprisingly, the
taste of these dishes changed slightly and did not make her feel uncomfortable.

Clayton smiled and poured her a glass of milk. “I asked the chef to readjust the
ingredients according to your taste and nutritionist recommendation. The
nutritionist said that this way, your morning sickness won’t be too severe.

Are you feeling okay?” Clayton paid attention to Nicole’s reaction. If there was
even a hint of dissatisfaction, he would immediately get them to change the dish.
Nicole’s eyes were shining under the light and were extraordinarily beautiful. a
“No wonder! The chef actually listened to you? I thought chefs had a professional
I habit of not allowing others to modify their recipes?”
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Chapter 1726 Abnormal

Clayton said, “Habits can be changed, not to mention professional habits.” ))
These words were spoken carelessly, but his attitude was firm. Nicole raised her
eyebrows. Unexpectedly, her mood improved. After dinner, Nicole did not see
any surprises.

Although her heart was relieved, at the same time, she also felt a little
disappointed. Clayton took her hand and left. The driver left, so Clayton became
the driver. The weather in October was not too cold nor too hot. It was just right.
It was just a little chilly at night.

When they returned home, Nicole did not see any surprises at home either. It
seemed that she was thinking too much tonight. Nicole threw down her bag and
took off her coat. “I’m going to the study first…” )) Clayton looked at her and
suddenly called out to her.



“Babe…” )) His voice was a little low and tense. Nicole looked back. Clayton did
not say anything. co Nicole leaned against a side cabinet and looked at Clayton
with smiling eyes. You’ve been distracted all night.

Do you have something to say?” Clayton had always been calm and cool, but
when it comes to Nicole, he could not stay calm. From the time they started
eating, although it was not obvious, Clayton had only been watching her eat and
only had a few bites of food himself.

Clayton fidgeted his fingers. A trace of a panic crossed his eyes. After a long time.
Clayton raised his eyes to look at her. “Do you wanna know?” Nicole looked at
him. “If I didn’t want to know, would I ask?” He was just stating the obvious.

How long could he hide? Clayton loosened the collar of his dark- colored shirt,
revealing his collarbone. He looked a little wild. a He raised his eyebrows, went
over, and held her waist, bringing her into his arms. Nicole did not resist.

She was just a little confused. Clayton kissed her on the lips but did not continue.
Then, he took her to the floor-t 0-ceiling window and turned her around s o that
she was looking outside He leaned over and murmured in her ear. “Look…”

Nicole raised her eyes, looked outside, and froze at once. In the dark sky,
hundreds of drones with light blue light appeared in front of her. Their
fluorescent light was flashing like stars that were just within reach. There were
also countless sparks constantly falling like a meteor shower right in front of her
eyes.

It was so shockingly eye-catching. The hundreds of drones that stayed in the air,
formed letters that read: Marry me! Wait, those were not drones. When a plane
flew by, Nicole clearly saw that the drones did not even change their positions.

There was not the slightest error in the formation. However, the pale blue light
was so clear and cold that it did not look like a projected image either. The
infinite vastness in front of her made Nicole feel like she was outside in the cold,
dark night.

However, it felt like she was standing in mid-air along with those drones. The
shock of this moment was indescribable. Nicole was still in awe when the man
behind her wrapped his arms around her waist. His warm embrace instantly
pulled her out of her astonishment.

In the next second, she felt something cold on her fingertips. The cold band laced
through her finger, and she understood in an instant what it was. Her heart
clenched for a moment. Nicole subconsciously looked down and saw Clayton
gently putting that ring on her.

Then, he kissed her gently near her ear. “I’ve been thinking about when I should
give this to you, but I think if I keep thinking about it, I won’t have a chance t o
give it to you today. But I don’t want to wait until tomorrow… )) After Clayton
said that, he took a step back and let go of her.



He then stepped forward with his back to the floor-to- ceiling window, and slowly
knelt on one knee in front of her.
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Chapter 1727 A Sci-Fi Scene

Seeing Nicole’s surprised face, Clayton smiled with his eyes.

“I know that this might be a little rushed, but I’ve been thinking about this
moment for a long, long time. From the time we first started dating, I’ve already
been thinking about what kind of method I should use to propose to you that
would seem less cheesy...”

Nicole’s body stiffened slightly. She looked at him, pretending to be calm.

“So, you figured it out?”

Clayton shook his head.

“No, but I can’t wait any longer. I’ll think about it slowly after I’m done proposing,
okay?”

His attitude was sincere, and he did not look like he was lying.

Nicole could not help but take a look outside.

Those light blue letters were still in front of her eyes. They looked like stars
falling in the quiet night and were indescribably beautiful.

Nicole never dreamed that she would one day be touched by something so tacky
and simple.

Clayton saw that she did not speak and felt like his heart was about to leap out of
his throat.

“In fact, the flowers and ring are in the car on the way home. I also prepared a
surprise at the French restaurant. Even before entering the door, I arranged for
flower petals and candles…”

Nicole looked at him in amazement.

She did not notice a thing.



Clayton smiled. “I didn’t want to seem so shallow to fool you with those, but I
also think that you should experience what others have experienced, whether it’s
romantic or tacky… But I was really worried that you wouldn’t like it, so…”

He paused and raised his eyes to look at her.

“Now, the proposal outside is my last surprise. I hope that you’ll like it.” Nicole
pursed her lips and clenched her hand that was wearing the ring.

She smiled and said, “Mm, I love it.”

Although there were no flowers, Nicole did not feel regretful.

Every falling meteor outside was like a celebration of her wish that would
eventually come true.

Clayton’s eyes reflected Nicole’s smiling face. His tight muscles all over his body
finally relaxed.

Nicole looked at the ring on her finger. The pink diamond was very large and
delicate.

She always disliked big diamonds since they were the style of parvenus who were
afraid that others did not know they were rich.

However, a diamond that was too small would make her seem like a miser.

This diamond was very beautiful at first glance. It was crystal clear, ethereal, and
stunning, with a halo design. The center pink diamond piece was accentuated
with a few small diamonds around it.

It was gorgeous but exquisite, which was different from Clayton’s usual style
since it was quite flashy

Nicole knew at first glance that the centerpiece diamond was rare and valuable.
It was not a polished diamond. Instead, it was a diamond ring specially designed
from a raw diamond that was unique in the world.

Clayton stood up and reached out to pull Nicole into his arms. He was careful like
he was holding a precious treasure.

“It feels so surreal. I was so apprehensive this whole afternoon at your office
lobby before I dared to do this… I didn’t expect you to just agree like this…”

Nicole blinked. She had clearly hinted before that she would marry him, but he
was the one who politely refused because of his nationality issue. Did he have
some sort of comprehension problem?

She pushed him away and was obviously more interested in what was out there.



“What are those? Meteor shower? Drones? Or is it something else? Is it a 3D
projection?” Clayton rubbed his temples helplessly and looked at the scene
outside. He laughed and said, “These aren’t drones. It’s a new development in
J&L Corporation’s R&D department. It can be applied in any environment.”

“What do you mean?”

Clayton patiently explained.

“It’s a reaction that happens when a special element is added to fog, which allows
the fog to take on a specific color as specified before evaporating. The
evaporation process will create the illusion of a meteor shower. But instead of
falling, it’s actually going upward.”

“But those letters didn’t move at all.”

Nicole pointed to the letters that read, “Marry me”, as she asked.
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Chapter 1728 The Thought Is in the Diamond Ring

Clayton looked at it and smiled. “That’s because there’s a fixed amount of
condensing agent that can keep the fog at a sufficient concentration level for a
fixed period of time.”

Clayton finished explaining and sighed as he hugged Nicole.

“I’m proposing to you. I’m not trying to teach you how this science works. Can’t
you focus on what’s important here?”

Nicole could not help but let out a laugh. She turned around to hug him back.

“Thank you. I love it. As long as the diamond ring is big enough, the ceremony
isn’t important. After all, the thought is in the diamond ring!”

Nicole reassured Clayton that the evening had been a success, especially that
meteor shower,

which was very stunning.

Such an unprecedented proposal was enough to make her happy.

Clayton hugged her and chuckled.



“Had I known that’s your request, I would’ve gotten you a bigger one!”

Nicole said, “This is good enough. If it’s any bigger, I won’t be able to wear it!”

Clayton was speechless.

The two of them kissed and went to the bedroom.When Nicole fell on the bed,
she saw the

roses.

She paused and looked at Clayton in amazement.

There’s more?

Clayton helplessly touched his nose. “We can’t lack flowers in a proposal, right?”

Nicole looked at the roses that occupied almost the entire bed and nodded. “It’s
definitely not lacking…”

There were probably 999 fresh small roses here.

Clayton blushed as he carried the roses outside. When he came back in, Nicole
had already gone to the bathroom to wash up.

He smiled and sighed.

Tonight was really full of surprises.

The good thing was that it was enough of a surprise.

Clayton recalled what Floyd said. “You can have your desire, but my daughter
must get

everything that she should. I don’t want her to regret the lack of formality and
ritual when she talks about her wedding with her friends.”

Floyd forgave Clayton’s recklessness but demanded that Clayton go through
every proper ritual with Nicole, including a proposal, engagement, and wedding.

This meant that Clayton had to do it all in a limited amount of time because he
did not want the baby’s growth to affect Nicole’s mood to wear a wedding gown.

The good thing was that it was not exactly rushed since Clayton had been
thinking about this day for a long time.

It was a calm night. Since Nicole was pregnant, Clayton did not dare to do
anything and only kissed and hugged her to satisfy his desires.



In the meantime, the entire internet was looking for the person who proposed
with a meteor shower.

The netizens were in a frenzy the whole night.

(OMG! This is probably the most romantic scene of the 21st century!)

[I must say that I’m really envious! Whoever did this, please let me worship you!)

(Are those drones? This has to cost tens of millions of dollars, right?]

[I heard that a rich kid was proposing to his girlfriend with this meteor shower!
Now the whole world can use this as their own proposal. Thanks, Big Boss!!]

[To be honest, I’m awestruck even as a man. I really thought that it was a light
blue meteor shower, but those blue lights fell and disappeared mid-air. It doesn’t
even look like a 3D projection. I’m begging whoever did this to tell us what it is!)

[They’re not drones because this is within the flight path, so air traffic control
wouldn’t allow so many drones in the area. But it’s so amazing! I thought that an
intergalacticwar was about to begin!]

(Which god came to Earth…?]

Early morning.

Nicole was awakened by her phone ringing.

She picked it up. Without a doubt, it was Nicole’s number one beauty sleep
interrupter – Miss Yvette Quimbey.

“Nicole! Have you seen the news online? I don’t know who proposed… But a
meteor shower! OMG! It’s not even drones or a projection! It’s a freaking meteor
shower!”

Nicole gradually woke up because of Yvette’s excitement.
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